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Saint Louis University
Partnership to Create
Solutions for Security Issues
A new partnership between
Esri and Saint Louis University
(SLU) will advance geospatial
research and innovation in
the university’s Geospatial
Institute (GeoSLU). The
institute encourages students
and staff from various fields to
explore how GIS can provide
insight into issues such as
climate change, access to
food and clean water, and
economic stability. The
partnership will also focus
on creating national security
solutions for critical customers
like the National GeospatialIntelligence Agency (NGA).
OSI Integrates Utility
Network into Its Solution
Open Systems International,
Inc. (OSI), a leading supplier
of automation solutions
for electric, oil and gas,
transportation, and water
utilities, will now leverage the
ArcGIS Utility Network data
model in its platform. “We
are very excited about our
partnership with Esri, as it will
enable us to provide the best
technical solutions to our joint
customers,” said OSI president
and CEO Bahman Hoveida.

Dashboards Give Geographic
Perspective to Coronavirus
As the new coronavirus (COVID-19) began to
spread in the first few months of 2020—initially in
Wuhan, China, and then quickly to other countries
around the world—the health-care community
rushed to understand how the disease was advancing. This potentially lifesaving information was
changing fast, so many Esri users, including local
and global authorities, built maps and dashboards
to display data about the virus.
At Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore,
Maryland, a team consolidated data from authoritative sources, such as the World Health Organization
(WHO) and the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), in a dashboard that shows where
the disease is cropping up around the world. The
dashboard—which has an interactive map that displays the number of confirmed infections, fatalities,
and recoveries in each location—went viral.
Other organizations have been using GIS to address similar needs. WHO, which maintains a near
real-time dashboard of all global health-related
events, has created a derivative dashboard that
tracks confirmed cases of COVID-19. GIS specialists from Esri China produced a dashboard that also
includes suspected but unconfirmed reports of the
disease, complete with links to related news stories

about those cases. Another interactive dashboard
tracks confirmed coronavirus cases in Hong Kong
down to the building level. And the International
Civil Aviation Organization put together an animated dashboard that displays how typical air
traffic compares to where cases of COVID-19 are
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Lassen Volcanic National Park (LAVO) gets
snow as early as September and as late as March.
(Photo courtesy of the National Park Service.)

occurring. It’s a strong visual of how quickly the virus can spread in our hypermobile world.
All this data taken together is giving the best possible picture of where—and how—the new coronavirus
is spreading in near real time. This geographic perspective is invaluable for trying to manage the disease.

This World Health Organization (WHO) dashboard shows all confirmed cases of COVID-19 as of March 10, 2020.

How GNSS Data Is Helping a National Park
Clear Snow from Unmarked Alpine Roads

Property Assessors
Gain More Access to
GIS Capabilities
Under a new partnership with
Esri, all new members of the
International Association of
Assessing Officers (IAAO)
have access to ArcGIS. This
will give them the ability
to visualize and share Esri’s
property assessment data
using modern, map-based
technology. Details of the
program are available at
go.esri.com/esri-iaao-grant.
Esri Launches New
Company in Myanmar
This new team will support
a growing user community
across government and
in the nongovernmental
organization (NGO) sector.
See page 3 for more details.
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A three-story building is about 40 feet high. That’s
how much snow can fall and cover Route 89, the
main highway that runs through Lassen Volcanic
National Park (LAVO) in Northern California. The
park, which lies about 50 miles east of Redding near
the northern edge of the Sacramento Valley, gets
snow as early as September and as late as March.
“It’s a whole different world up here in wintertime,”
said LAVO roads and trails supervisor Mark Welch.
When spring comes, a field crew has to find—
and clear—Route 89. The highway includes
13 miles of road above the tree line, the altitude
above which trees stop growing. Up there, few clues
indicate where Route 89 lies beneath the snow.
“A lot of our work relies on having faith in our
GPS and GIS,” said Welch.
The consequences of not finding the road range
in severity. Best case scenario, if crew members
are a few inches off, they might have to move
continued on page 14

Real-Time GIS Apps
Quicken Response to
Earthquake in Albania
At 3:54 a.m. on November 26, 2019, a 6.4magnitude earthquake jolted people awake across
central Albania. It was the most powerful earthquake to hit the southeastern European country
since 1979—and its deadliest. Fifty-one people
died, and approximately 2,000 were injured.
The destruction was extensive, especially in
Durrës, the town closest to the epicenter. About
900 buildings in the coastal city were damaged,
and many, including the seven-story Vila Palma
hotel, collapsed.
“We were in a panic situation,” said GIS specialist Glen Olli, who works for Esri’s official distributor in southeastern Europe, GDi. His office,
in Albania’s capital of Tirana, is located about
25 miles from Durrës. “It was a workday, so as
soon as we got to the office [later that morning],
we grabbed our laptops and went outside to be
safe. Then we started developing apps.”
continued on page 10
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How GNSS Data Is Helping a National Park Clear Snow from
Unmarked Alpine Roads

some more snow, adding extra labor and a bit more to fuel costs.
Worst case scenario, however, exposes the crew and equipment
to life-threatening hazards. Several years ago, one employee
was fatally injured when his bulldozer went over the edge of the
mountain and the blade hit an obscured boulder.
Most road-clearing mistakes in LAVO do end in inconveniences
rather than casualties, but that doesn’t make them easy to deal with.
Getting back up on the road after veering off takes time and resources.
“When your blade tips over the mountain, it’s like riding in a
slow avalanche,” said Welch. “You’ve got to have nerves sometimes to do this work!”
To increase accuracy and improve safety, LAVO looked into
replacing its legacy Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
receivers and use new ones to collect more precise data points
along Route 89. The idea was to build a new system to generate
a highly accurate map of the road and provide the winter crew
with safer and more reliable navigation.
Using Collector for ArcGIS, a rugged Samsung tablet, and
Arrow Gold GNSS receivers from Esri partner Eos Positioning
Systems, the road’s edges were remapped in the spring. This new
map was then used at the end of winter to provide precise guidance to bulldozers equipped with plowing blades.
To help the bulldozers navigate, LAVO needed the map data
to be accurate to within one foot. This required positional data
errors to be corrected immediately. Under normal circumstances,
a GNSS base station, which has a fixed location, would provide
real-time differential corrections to GNSS field devices via a cellular connection. However, there was no cell coverage in the area
where LAVO needed to map and plow the road.
The park was going to have to innovate and do this by other
means—using its existing park radio system to transmit not just
voice communications but also data.
More Accurate GNSS
In the past, the LAVO plowing crew used older-generation GPS
receivers to locate Route 89. The devices were only using a single
GNSS constellation, the US GPS constellation.
Newer GNSS receivers can access more satellites in multiple constellations, which improves accuracy, reliability, and
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performance. The additional constellations include three other
global positioning systems: Russian GLONASS satellites, European
Galileo satellites, and Chinese BeiDou satellites.
LAVO chose the Arrow Gold GNSS receiver because, in addition to being able to utilize all four global GNSS constellations, it
was compact, easy to use, designed for mapping and navigation
apps, and rugged enough to be installed in LAVO’s snowplows.
To save on cost, the park kept its existing GNSS base station installed at LAVO’s Fire Dispatch building.
With this configuration, the park would be able to provide the
snowplows with centimeter-level differential corrections via the
park’s radio system.
A New Way to Share Data
Radios are critical infrastructure at national parks, where cell service is often spotty. They provide a reliable and affordable means
of transmitting voice communication and, potentially, data.
Because the radio system at LAVO had been designed for voice
transmission only, it had to be modified to also transmit data
from the GNSS base station to the Eos receivers in the bulldozers.
To accomplish this, the Department of the Interior (DOI) and
National Park Service (NPS) staff approached Australian radio
manufacturer GME, a government-approved contractor that designs P25-compliant data radios. DOI Radio Lab manager Patrick
Foster worked with GME for about a year to design and ultimately provide a P25-compliant data radio, the GME CM60-V25D,
that transmitted not just voice but also GNSS corrections in the
RTCM 3.x open-source format. This was a huge breakthrough.
“Being able to offer differential corrections and pass nonproprietary data through these radios, on an existing park radio system, is really a big deal,” Foster said. “It is a lot of data that has to
go through a small pipe, unadulterated. This is the kind of work
that pushes our government to stay ahead of the curve.”
Precise Road Edges
LAVO deployed the new solution in September 2018—just in
time to map Route 89 before the first snow.
To set up the system, the legacy GNSS base station, along
with one of the new GME radios, was installed at LAVO’s Fire

In the spring, a team remapped the road’s edges using
Collector for ArcGIS.

Dispatch building. This location provided the best unobstructed
view of the sky, regular access to power, and the optimal radio
broadcast position.
Due to concerns about the amount of data being pushed through
the radio system’s small data pipe, the GNSS base station was initially configured to transmit corrections for just the GPS satellites
at five-second intervals. However, after initial testing, it was determined that this would not provide the required subfoot precision
in LAVO’s work environment. So the base station was reconfigured
to transmit corrections for both the GPS and GLONASS constellations, which would add more available satellites to the roving
receivers. In addition, the output interval was set to two seconds to
provide correctional information more frequently.
After a second round of testing, the radio system successfully
passed the information at the two-second rate and provided corrections at the positional accuracy required to support the park’s
snowplow operations.
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a plain white polygon base layer. The white background provided
the operator with a very simple map view of the road edges and
the suggested dotted track lines that were easy to follow.
“We zoom in pretty close to the line when we’re doing the bulldozing,” Welch said.
Even though the 2019 winter season was particularly harsh,
the results from plowing operations were outstanding. For the
first time, there were no incidents of bulldozers going off the road
and having to maneuver back up.
“When we were clearing the road…our visibility was zero,”
Welch said. “We were just staring at the GPS, not even knowing
where we were. You had to have faith in the maps.”
For the first time, the field crew truly did.

Route 89 includes 13 miles of road above the tree line,
which makes it difficult to find the road to plow.

To clear the highway of snow, all the snowplow operator had
to do was follow the line on the Collector app.

The next step was to create the map of the road’s edges. A
team from NPS and DOI installed an Arrow Gold receiver in a
vehicle and mounted the antenna to an external range pole attached to the car. The car’s side mirror was adjusted to show the
bottom of the pole, which enabled the team to ensure that the
antenna stayed directly above the highway’s painted line while
driving along the edge of the road.
To get the data points for the map, the team used Collector for
ArcGIS on a rugged Samsung Galaxy Tab Active2 tablet. A threeperson crew then drove the car at about 5–10 miles per hour and
used the app to map the side of the road as a line feature.
In less than two and a half hours, all 13 miles of highway—
or 26 miles of road edge—above the tree line were mapped.
The precision along the majority of the route was four centimeters or better. This was much more accurate than in the past
and proved to be critical the following spring during snowplow operations.

The True Test
In March 2019, Welch led his team to clear Route 89, which was
the true test of the technology.
The operation required that all navigation using Collector on
the tablet be done in a disconnected environment, so the road
edge data was preloaded into the tablets, which were installed in
the first two bulldozers. Paired again with the Arrow Gold GNSS
receivers, this newly created navigation system provided the field
crew with locations precise to a few centimeters.
The Arrow’s external antenna was installed on the center of
the bulldozer’s roof. The suggested track line for the dozer—a
dotted line on the Collector map—was created with an 11-foot
offset from the mapped road edges, since the dozer blade is
22 feet wide. To stay on the road, all the operator had to do was
drive along the dotted line.
In Collector, the operator could toggle between viewing an
aerial base layer, which showed rocks, boulders, and drop-offs, or

Other Potential Rollouts
Based on this success at Lassen Volcanic National Park, NPS
is looking at similar rollouts for other park plowing operations
done in dangerous conditions.
Glacier National Park in Montana is considering using the
same system to replace an old copper wire system under its roads
that has deteriorated and shifted over time. Rocky Mountain
National Park in Colorado is looking into using this to take the
place of a series of 30-foot-high wooden poles that line Trail
Ridge Road, one of the highest paved roads in North America.
The poles help crews find the road, but with a navigation system
like this one, the park is anticipating being able to remove the
poles and restore the natural scenic view of the park.
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